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ARCHITECTURAL STONEWORK: AN ASSESSMENT

D. J. Wilkinson

The Romanesque or Norman pieces are generally
easy to identify. AF 20, 86 and 87 are all voussoirs
with chevron or zigzag decoration. AF 20 comes
from the soffit of a small window or doorway. AF 87
is from an arch with a span of c. 18ft (5.4m). AF 5 is
an engaged shaft or bowtcll perhaps part of a
doorway using orders. AF 32 appears to be a simple
billet mould. AF 92 is part of a scallop-shell capital.

Early English style is not so conspicuous. AF 16 is
a classic keel moulding. AF 13 appears to be typically
Early English and is composed of three round
mouldings, the centre one of which is a circular
engaged shaft. AF 57 is a rib or arch moulding
composed of undercut rounds and fillet and is
probably Early English. AF 67 is a vault rib moulding
with a radius of 2.8m. It is chamfered and the soffit is

A large proportion of the stonework which was
excavated between 1964 and 1966 was reburied at
the end of the excavation because of the lack of
storage space; the remainder is at the Corinium
Museum. The total number of fragments is probably
in excess of 1000. Only a small proportion of the
stonework had a recorded context; most of it seems
to have come from the post-l 539 destruction deposit.

Architectural stonework from the abbey has been
found over the years in the gardens ofAbbey House;
many of these found their way to either the Bathurst
or Cripps collections, both of which were brought
together when the Corinium Museum was resited in
1938 in Park Street, Cirencester, None of these
pieces is discussed here.

In 1975 and 1976 fragments of stonework from the
excavations were studied as part of an undergraduate
thesis at University College, Cardiff (Willtinson
1977); that paper forms the basis of the following
report. It should be emphasised that this report is the
result of examining less than 10% of all the
architectural fragments in store; there is thus
considerable potential for future study.

Most of the stone is Jurassic limestone of !he
oolitic series. Some is good quality white limestone
of Bathonian type containing little fossiliferous shell,
whilst some contains not only much fossiliferous
shell but is also iron-stained, probably by limonite.
There are a few fragments ofpolished grey limestone
known as 'Purbeck Marble'. A few pieces of
stonework are sculptural rather than architectural.

In the following discussion the numbers used in
Wilkinson 1977 are retained, preceded by the letters
AF (Architectural Fragment). The stylistic terms are
as follows:-

Romanesquc/Early English
Geometrical: decorated
Geometrical: Curvilinear
Perpendicular
Late Perpendicular

1189-1307
1280-1360
1320-1400
1377-1485
1485-1550

a two-thirds round. Similar ribs have been found in
Norman work, but this example is most probably
Early English or early Decorated.

AF 3 and 7 displayexamples of the wave moulding
which was commonly employed in late Curvilinear
and early Perpendicular arches. Both look like ribs,
but they are not noticeably curved. AF 68, 70 and 71
make use of the sunk chamfer and are probably 14th
century.

Fragments displaying typical elements of the
Perpendicular style, particularly the ogee and the
broad fillet, are numerous. AF 60 is an unusual piece
in that it uses old-fashioned elements such as rounds
and hollows as well as typically Perpendicular
features including the bracket moulding and
casement.

There are several Perpendicular window mullions
with tracery, for example AF 73. AF 53 is a fragment
of panel tracery displaying a less popular but
diagnostic Perpendicular moulding. AF 39, 47 and 51
are all pieces from the same fan vault. AF 29 is panel
tracery,possibly from the central panel of a fan vault.
AF 9 clearly comes from a different fan vault. AF 8,
58, 82, 83, 84 and 85 all come from the same late
Perpendicular screen.

Excavation of the abbey foundations suggested
that apart from the extension of the chancel to the
east there were few major alterations, but the
architectural fragments show that there was
considerable improvement above foundation level,
and that successive abbots introduced a variety of
new styles. The Perpendicular style is well
represented. It seems probable that Perpendicular
styles such as panel tracery and fan vaults were
imposed on a Norman structure. Some removal of
Norman stonework would have been necessary to
install large glazed Perpendicular windows. In this
sense Cirencestcr may have been copying
Gloucester, although at Gloucester there was more
money available to transform the Norman choir and
presbytery into the Perpendicular masterpiece and
later to pay for the Lady Chapel as well (Verey and
Welander 1979, 21-9).

Alterations may have taken place on the tower to
let in more light, a necessity as the increasing number
of chapels reduced the amount of light in the choir
and crossing. The twelfth-century nave may have had
a clerestory, but this would not have provided much
light. The improved techniques of building of the
fifteenth century may have prompted the monks to
embark upon improving the upper stages of the
nave.

It is clear from the variety of panel tracery alone
that the austerity exhibited in the plain moulding of
the 12th-century abbey precinct north gateway was
not maintained in the abbey of the 15th century.

The Perpendicular styles exhibited seem to be
most closely paralleled in St Mary's, Oxford, and the
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parish church of StJohn the Baptist, Cirencester. It is
interesting that Bridlington Priory, which shows
stylesvery similar to those of Cirencester, was also of
the Augustinian Order. Gloucester too must surely
have been a majorSOU1'ce of inspiration.

CATALOGUE

AF 20 Fig. 111. Unprovenanced. Voussoir from
Norman arch. Badly damaged. The piece is the
common chevron form of decoration which occurs
in so many doorways. This piece, however, comes
from the soffit plane, so that the decoration would
only be appreciated by a person standing in the
doorway. The use of chevron decoration in two
planes is not unattested, for example it occurs in the
chancel arch at Elkstone, c. 1160-70 ryerey 1970, pI.
15). It is used in door and window arches, for
example Iffley church (axon) c. 1160. The radius of
the arch, although difficult to measure, was 390mm.
Since Norman arches were invariably semi-circular,
this means the distance spanned was 780mm. The
narrowest jamb may have been smaller still, this
appears to have come from a window or very small
doorway. Only twelve such pieces would have been
required to form the arch. Width in arch 107mm.
Depth 164mm.
Date: 1120-1200.
AF 86 Not illustrated. UIS, east end of church.
Voussoir from Norman arch, badly damaged. The
piece displays chevron decoration, but unlike AF 20
and 87 it is in the more usual plane. It is from a small
arch, radius 370mm, very similar in size to AF 20.
Twelve pieces would have been required to form the
semi-circular arch. Very pale pink paint.
Date: 1120-1200.
AF 87 Not illustrated. South side of chapter house.
Voussoir from Norman arch, very badly damaged.
The piece displays chevron decoration like pieces AF
20 and 86, and it occurs in the soffit plan as on AF
20. However, the arch in this case is very much
larger. The radius is approximately 2.70m, and the
span would have been SAm if the arch was perfecdy
semi-circular. Approximately thirty-six voussoirs
would have been required to form the arch.
Date: 1120-1200.
AF 5 Fig. 111. BH XI 8, north side of chapter house
apse. Mainly small grains, but shelly. Engaged shaft,
slighdy damaged, slighdy 'pitted'. An engaged
circular shaft occurs at the comer of what is
otherwise a plain ashlar block. If the block is part of a
pier, the shaft is decorative rather than structural,
since a plain ashlar would do. The shaft is worked on
the recessed plane, indicating the use of orders; the
shaft is also poorly undercut. Distance between
bedding plane 136mm. Length 280mm. Width at
least 155mm. Red paint.
Date: 1115-1160, probably c. 1125.
AF 32 Not illustrated. Unprovenanced. Hollow
mould with billet, fairlydamaged. The billet is a fairly
early form of Norman ornament and, when used in a
singlerow, is merely an intermittent roundmoulding,
as at Malmesbury Abbey (Wilts), c.I130 (parker

1891, 77). Often it was used in combination with
other forms of decoration such as at Walmer (Kent),
c.1120.
Date: 1115-1150,probably c.1125.
AF 92 Fig. 111. Unprovenanced. Piece of Norman
capital, very badly damaged. Slighdy pitted. The
capital has scallop-shell decoration. TIlls is a
common form of decoration and occurs on both
large square and round piers in late Norman work.
Examples occur at St John's Hospital, Cirencester
(McWhirr 1973, 215). The scallop-shell decoration is
found on flat capitals at Kirkstall Abbey (Yorks), c.
1152-1160 (parker 1891, 69) and in the arcading of
the porch at the west end ofFountains Abbey church
(Cook 1961, pI. xxxvii). The workmanship is of low
quality.
Date: 1120-1200.
AF 16 Fig. 111. Unprovenanced. Piece with keel
moulding. Badly damaged and heavily weathered.
The piece may be pat! of a pier or arch moulding.
Keel or pear mouldings seem to be a characteristic of
Early English style. It was used in a suite of
mouldings at Haseley (axon) c. 1220 (parker 1891,
114). It also occurs in the door and window jambs of
West Walton (Fletcher 1960, 507). Minimum height
230mm.
Date: 1200-1280.
AF 13 Fig. 111. Unprovenanced. Fragment of
composite pillar moulding, very damaged. The
moulding is composed of three circular shafts, the
central being larger than the other two, which are of
equal size. The shafts are dose, but divided by
hollows. There are two additional half-round
hollows. The layout is based on the equilateral
triangle. Piers with engaged columns are a feature of
Early English Gothic. Examples occur at the Temple
Church, London, in the choir c. 1240 and at Nedey
Abbey c. 1250. The type also occurs at Pershore
c.1230. Overall surviving dimensions 331 x 216 x
150mm. Whitewash.
Date: 1190-1300, probably c. 1240.
AF 57 Fig. 111. Unprovenanced. Voussoir of
archivolt of arch or rib. Complete. Rib or arch
moulding composed of undercut rounds and fillet.
The hollows may have been carried into
neighbouring blocks. Radius of intrados 2.1m.
Similarexamples occur at Bordesley (Rahtz and Hirst
1976,144, stone no 13) and in the choir of Whitby
Abbey (Bond 1906, 675). The piece seems to exhibit
Early English moulding types. Whitewash.
Date: 1220-1370.
AF 67 Fig. 111. Unprovenanced. Section of rib
from vault. Slight surface damage. While chamfered
ribs with rounds are known to have occurred in late
Norman work, for example at Kirkstall Abbey
(Yorks) (Bond 1906,673); the rounds in such vaults
were large, c. 125mm radius. Round mouldings were
used in Early English and early Decorated work and
these tended to be of a more similar size to this piece
(radius 39mm). The chamfers too tended to be more
generous. Central setting-out line on bedding plane.
Radius of intrados 2.8m. Whitewash and white paint.
Date: 1210-1320.
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AF 3 Not illustrated. Possibly from nave or south
side of chapter house. Arch or rib mould, slightly
damaged. This is a very unusual moulding for a pier
or rib. The wave moulding is common in late
curvilinear and early Perpendicular arches. It occurs
at Leadenham and Beverley St Mary chancel. Here it
is set deeply into the chamfer plane, which suggests
that this might be an early form. This leaves a very
curious end moulding. The piece has all the
appearance of being a rib, except that it is not
noticeably curved. Dimensions 515 x 271 x 168mm.
White paint.
Date: 1300-1400.
AF 7 Not illustrated. BJ V 2. South side of chapter
house. Arch or rib mould. Almost complete. The
piece is essentially the same as AF 3. For some
reason it has been chamfered off obliquely.The piece
also exhibits slight variations in detail, but this may
be due to poor workmanship. Central. Setting-out
line on bedding plane. Length 515mm. Other
surviving dimensions 225 x 165mm. Whitewash and
white paint.
Date: 1300-1400.
AF 68 Not illustrated. Unprovenanced. Wall rib of
vault. Slightly damaged. Overall this piece is not
dissimilar to AF 67. However, it has a narrow fillet
on the round and a sunk chamfer. Broad fillets on
rounds occur on AF 1, AF 29 and AF 81. AF 57 has
the same round and fillet, while AF 71 has a similar
sunk chamfer. AF 70 and 90 come from the same
scheme, as may AF 57. A good parallel for this is a
window mullion from Maidstone All Saints (Kent), c.
1390. This piece is shorter than the main rib AF 70.
Radius approximately 4m. Whitewash and white
paint.
Date: 1300-1400
AF 70 Fig. 111 Unprovenanced. Rib of vault.
Slightly damaged. See AF 68 for discussion. This
piece is slightly chamfered off. obliquely, where it
abutted up to another piece of stonework, possibly
another rib or roof boss. Radius approximately 3m.
Whitewash and white paint.
Date: 1300-1400.
AF 71 Not Illustrated. Unprovenanced. Rib and
tracery, badly damaged. This piece seems more
similar to AF 70 than to AF 67. It seems to fulfil the
purpose of either arch or jamb as well as that of being
a piece of panel tracery. The bedding plane is the
springing line for a curved rib to depart from the
vertical rib. Also a subsidiary rib springs at the same
level from the recessed fillet, presumably as a piece
of tracery. Perhaps the piece was situated somewhere
in the triforium or clerestory stages. Central
setting-out line with another at right angles on
bedding plan. Sec AF 68. Radius of main rib 630mm.
Radius of subsidiary rib 255mm. White paint.
Date: 1280-1400.
AF 60 Not illustrated. Unprovenanced. Moulding
of large composite pier. Fairly damaged. The
moulding is composed of three rounds divided by
two small circular hollows and flanked by two larger
circular hollows. The bracket moulding is flanked by
two broad straight fillets. Another ogee curve is

undercut by a recessed filletwhich is in tum cut into
by a casement.

At least one other piece is likely to have been
required to complete the pier. 11,e pieces are very
large, however, and this is a feature of the
Perpendicular style of construction. Neither the
recessed order nor the chamfer plane appears to have
been the basis for cutting the mouldings. This may
indicate both early preconception and confidence in
design.The moulding systemseems to lack symmetry.

The three rounds and intermediate hollows arc
reminiscent of the Early English style, and in
patticular of the western school of using engaged
columns in ttiplets, for example in the choir of
Lichfield Cathedral c. 1195 and in the choir of
Pershore Abbey 1223-1229. However, other features
indicate a later date. The bracket (or double ogee)
moulding is essentially a characteristic of the
Perpendicular style. The single ogce mould parallels
half of the bracket mould. The use of a round with a
thin straight fillet was introduced in Early English
style, but this mould is characterised by the two
convex rounds having separate centres and the fillet
being broad. This allows for a reverse curve to link
the convex round with .the fillet. This is a
Perpendicular feature, as is also the use of recessed
fillet to undercut and therefore emphasise the ogee
mould, as at Chelmsford (1489), although here the
centres of the convex rounds arc further apart still.
There arc several elements, therefore, which suggest
that the piece is only likely to have been constructed
after 1400. The group of three rounds and
intermediate hollows must therefore be regarded as a
residual feature incorporated in a new design.
Possibly it was incorporated to echo the use of the
same type of moulding element elsewhere in the
church (secAF 13).The retention of a close group of
three engaged columns occurs also at St George's
Chapel, Windsor (1473-1516), which also exhibits
the ogee, the bracket and the casement. Central
setting-out line. Whitewash. Best parallels in
Cirencester parish church, wesr window, c. 1420, and
St Mary, Oxford, chancel 1462.
Date: 1420-1500.Probably c. 1450.
AF 73 Fig. 111. Unprovenanced. Mullion of
window with tracery.Slightlydamaged. The piece is a
long bar of window mullion. Two circular tracery
elements spring from the mullion to form pattially
circular elements. The higher springs at the same
level at which the lower cirele finally departs from
the vertical mullion. Although both arches arc of a
similar size (radius 498mm) the lower seems to be
much wider. Both circles probably enclose
cinquefoils. Neither arch has bars the same depth as
the main mullion (255mm as opposed to 356mm).
The piece is probably Perpendicular in style, since
the shaft continues vertically even though it is
amongst other tracery forms. The mullion is deep in
comparison with its width; it displays the ogee and
fillet mould. Two bonding marks. Length between
bedding planes 615mm. Depth 356mm. Width
166mm.
Date: 1370-1520.
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AF 53 Not illustrated. Unprovenanced. Rib of
panel tracery. Fairly damaged. The moulding type is
similar to that of AF 39 and 51. It is used in the
windows of the George Inn at Glastonbury. The
mullion is probably straight and almost certainly
forms Perpendicular style panels, which occur
frequendy on towers. Central setting-out line of
bedding plane and along centre of rib.
Date: 1380-1520.
AF 39 Not illustrated. Possibly apse of south
transept (see AF 51). A piece of fan vaulting. Very
badly damaged. See AF 51 for description. Overall
surviving dimensions 225 x 230 x 185mm. Same
scheme as AF 47 and 51.
Date: 1360-1500. Probably c. 1440.
AF 47 Not illustrated. Unprovenanced. Central
panel between fans of a fan-vault. Very damaged.
The panel exhibits the secondary rib form of the
scheme, but fits behind (i.e. above) the main rib
which overlaps (see AF 51). In this too the ogee
tracery form is dominant. The cusps seem to
terminate in simple knobs rather than raised flower
designs. Roughly scored cross. Setting-out lines
along centres of ribs and on the side bedding plane.
Same scheme as AF 39 and AF 51.
Date: 1360-1500, probably c. 1440.
AF 51 Not illustrated. BL XI 2, from apse of south
transept. A piece of fan vaulting. Not complete,
much surface damage. Slighdy pitted. The key
elements in the tracery design are the agee form and
the rectilinear struts. The ogee is used in fan vaulting
commonly, but is usually subdued and occurs only in
inner circles. This is true even of the Gloucester
cloister, which is 14th century. The dominance of the
ogee curve, being used on the periphery of the fan,
seems to be a hangover from curvilinear window
tracery design. Moreover, the use of crossing straight
ribs is a distinctly rectilinear feature, common in the
second half of the 15th century. The best parallel
available for dating purposes is not a vault, but a pair
of windows. When the north porch and Trinity
Chapel were built at Cirencester parish church c.
1430, new windows were placed in the clerestory of
the aisle as well as in the Trirtity Chapel. The Trinity
Chapel windows are not strictly speaking
Perpendicular in style, since no single mullion runs
straight from top to bottom. However, while the
windows make good use of the 'dagger' and the
'ogee' they also make use of the rectilinear strut.
Another clue to dating lies in the moulding form of
the clerestory windows built at the same time. The
moulding on the exterior of the main mullion exactly
parallels that of the main circular rib from AF 51.
The moulding is a rare type. The masons involved in
the construction of both the abbey vault and the
parish church windows were borrowing elements of
style without comprehending the spirit of the styles
they were using. The workmanship is poor. The use
of flower decoration is unusual in a vault although it
occurs at Gloucester. The radius of the fan is 1.80m.
The span will therefore have been 3.60m.
Setting-out line along centre of central rib. Distance
between bedding planes 44Omm. Other surviving

dimensions 505 x 210mm. Same scheme as AF 39
and 47.
Date: 1360-1500,probably c. 1440.
AF 29 Fig. 111. Unprovenanced. Piece of panelled
tracery, fairly damaged. The main rib form is the
same as on AF 1 and 81. The hollow on piece AF 1 is
of a very similar size. The rib form is similar to that
on pieces AF 73 and 77, but on this piece it is
perfectly round, with a fillet, whereas on pieces AF
73 and 77 the agee curve is used.

The tracery pattern is formed of straight main ribs
which cross, in between which there is a cinquefoil of
pointed foils. The tracery is on a flat panel, but could
still have occurred in the central infill of a fan or
ribbed vault, as at St George's chapel, Windsor
(Bond 1906, 332). Possibly part of the same vault as
AF 1. The same rib moulding occurs at Vale Royal
(Thompson 1962).The bedding planes form a wedge
shape. Depth ofpiece at least 285mm.
Date: 1400-1520.
AF 8 Fig. 112. Possibly from the north transept
area. The main mullion in a stone screen. Complete.
This piece is a course in the main mullion of either a
rood or chapel screen. The piece again makes use 0 f
the broad fillet and agee forms. The use of bead is
commonly found in wooden screens of the 15th
century. The beads also define the depth of the
secondary mullion (see AF 58, 82 and 83). The third
mullion type (AF 85) uses the element between the
beads. It seems likely, therefore, that the main
mullions formed a rectangular tracery form 552mm
wide, or a multiple thereof, with the secondary
mullion dividing it into equal sized tracery designs
defined by transoms. It is not clear how the third
mullion type (AF 85) relates to the other two. The
mullion is characterised by its large size and
complexity of form. The screen would have been
362mm deep, and was probably an impressive
structure of the Perpendicular style. Central
setting-out line. Distance between bedding planes
166mm. Depth 362mm. Width 178mm. Whitewash.
Same scheme as AF 58, 82, 83, 84 and 85.
Date: 1430-1530, probably c. 1500.
AF 9 Fig 111. Unprovenanced. Piece of fan
vaulting. In three pieces, but nearly complete. This
piece of vault seems to have been bedded into the
wall. It is also quite close to the springing line.
However, the vault must have been quite flat since
the curve is very gende in section. While the piece
takes up a quarter of the fan, it does not curve 45
degrees. The fan may have been based on a
four-centred arch, so that the inner sections were
more sharply curved.

There is a lip for the piece to overlap the inner
sections. The outer panels were probably divided
into two. The outer radius is 798mm, but the distance
between the outer and inner is only 420mm. The
circles therefore have different centres (30mm apart).
The vault is of a late Perpendicular refined type. The
piece is closely paralleled by the vault in St
Catherine's chapel in Cirencester parish church.
Length 740mm. Depth 200mm.
Date: 1420-1500.
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AF 58 Fig. 112. ?BL 11 17. North side of nave,
possibly in area of north transept. Piece of mullion
and tracery of screen. Badly damaged. The piece is
formed of a straight secondary mullion (see AF 8)
and part of a quatrefoiled circle. The circle has a
narrow fillet and is the fourth mullion element in
terms of depth (140mm) and moulding form. The
circle is linked to the secondary mullion on at least
one side, but was not substantially linked on all four
sides to a secondary mullion. It may have touched
another quatrefoiled circle. The foils are circular and
although not filleted, provide a fifth separate mullion
depth (118mm). The radius of the circle was 104mm.

Quatrefoiled circles were a common tracery form
in perpendicular stone screens and examples can be
seen at the AurUey chantry chapel at Salisbury
Cathedral, c. 1515 and at Bath Abbey c. 1515. Same
scheme as AF 8, 83, 82, 84 and 85. Chantry chapel of
William Birde, Bath Abbey c. 1515 (Wright 1973,15).
Date: 1430-1530. Probably c. 1500.
AF 82 Fig. 112. Possibly from the north transept
area. Piece of mullion and tracery from screen. Badly
damaged. This is a piece of secondary mullion (see
AF 8) with a tracery mullion branching off in the
form of a curve (radius 867mm). This could form a
large reverse curve or an equilateral pointed arch
form. It could form a pointed arch over a door. In
theory it could form a round arch and this would
allow for the possibility that the straight mullion is in
fact a transom. The mullion appears to have backed
into another piece, which suggests that it might occur
at the end of the screen. Depth 222mm. Whitewash.
Same scheme as AF 8, 58, 83, 84 and 85.
Date: 1430-1530, probably c. 1500

AF 83 Fig. 112. Possibly from the north transept
area. Piece of mullion and tracery from a screen. Badly
damaged. This piece is formed of two straight
secondary mullions at right angles to each other, with a
quatrefoiled circle set into the comer (see AF 8 and
58). One of the secondary mullions is therefore a
transom. The true mullion is not freestanding, since
it is cut off at the back, like AF 82, and the piece may
have been a 'respond' at the end of the screen. The
quatrcfoiled circle may not have joined the same
secondary mullion element on the other two
respective sides. It may have been linked to another
quatrefoil circle or to another tracery clement.
Originally 223mm deep. Same scheme as AF 8, 58,
82, 84 and 85.
Date: 1430-1530. Probably c.1500.
AF 84 Fig. 112. Possibly from the north transept
area. Piece of tracery from a screen. Very badly
damaged. This piece is part of a quatrefoiled circle.
See AF 58 for discussion. Depth 133mm. Same
scheme as AF 8, 58, 82, 83 and 85.
Date: 1430-1530, probably c. 1500.
AF 85 Fig. 112. Possibly from the north transept
area. Piece of mullion from a screen. Badly damaged.
The pieee is part of a bar from the mullion of a
screen. From the size of the hollow (radius 88mm)
and the depth of the mullion it can be directly related
to AF 8. The mullion is the minor one of three.
Depth 178mm. Width 66mm. Same scheme as AF 8,
58, 82, 83 and 84.
Date: 1430-1530, probably c. 1500.




